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‘Without our
amazing community
groups, BeGreen,
and Community
Windpower’s wind
farms, the Dunbar area
would have missed out
on many community
benefits.’
Rod Wood,
Managing Director
Community

How
Community
Windpower
put its mark
on Dunbar

MUCH MORE TO COME!

From Dunbar Colts to Belhaven Surf Centre and the £250,000 staged

donation to create the new Abbey St Bathans Village Hall, from grant aid for
Harbours Medical Practice and donations to Dunbar Grammar and Stenton,
Dunbar, Innerwick and West Barns primaries, the list of local community
initiatives funded or helped by Community Windpower and BeGreen goes on.
As Scotland and East Lothian emerge from under the cloud of the coronavirus
pandemic, Community Windpower and Begreen Dunbar are working to
help even more local people and projects – including girls’ sport at Dunbar
Grammar (see back page).
There’s much more to come but as we prepare for winter we’ve reviewed
a selection of our recent grants and donations that have helped make the
Dunbar area a much better place to live in. SEE PAGES 6/7.

£2,500
P15

SUPPORT FOR WOMEN

£250,000
P5

CRISIS FUND JOB DONE!

Community Windpower’s response to the
coronavirus emergency was to create a
£255,000 Covid-19 Crisis Fund, monies being
available to our host communities.

£255,000

HELP FOR
PEOPLE AN
PLACES D

The fund’s donations made a huge difference to local people,
charities, community groups, medical professionals and
individuals as Scotland fought the worst of the pandemic.
CWL Community Benefits Director Diane Wood, said: ‘My
thanks to everyone that helped us with the fund. We are
proud to have made a difference to so many local people
and organisations. We have now restarted our normal grant
application process, details of which can be found in this
issue.
‘Covid-19 may be diminished but it remains a threat, so
please follow Scottish Government health advice. And stay
safe!’

LEGACY FOR ABBEY ST BATHANS

PROUD SPONSORS AND PATRONS OF
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working for a greener Scotland
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THE PANDEMIC DIDN’T
STOP US HELPING DUNBAR

I

t’s hard to believe we are now in late
2021 with the pandemic being held
at bay thanks to the fantastic efforts
of the Scottish NHS, the Scottish
Government’s safety guidelines… and
you.
There is no doubt that the public’s on-going
determination to act responsibly. combined with
the success of the vaccine roll out has got us to this
stage.
However, we must be on our guard. Covid-19
remains a threat to health and life, as
variants continue and winter waits.
I’m proud to report that our
Covid-19 Crisis Fund was a
resounding success, helping charities,
organisations and individuals in the
Dunbar area meet the challenges
brought by the virus.
Thankfully during what
has been a difficult time, we
maintained a curtailed service
to community groups, schools
and young sporting stars such
DIANE WOOD
as Scottish Under 18 skier
Community Benefits Director
Murdo Watson, while projects
including the replacement of the early 20th century
village hall at Abbey St Bathans continued.
Community Windpower and BeGreen remained
both reactive and proactive as our Covid-19 Crisis
Fund dealt with requests for help such as the
granting of £1,400 to Belhaven Surf Centre to meet
increased capacity issues driven by the pandemic.
It is knock-on effects created by Covid such as
their need for increased shower capacity that no
one would think of. I’m sure the new water tank was
most welcome.
Now, as things ease a little, Cathleen Anderson
has returned to BeGreen’s High Street office – albeit
on a very careful footing. You will find opening hours
and visiting protocol information elsewhere in this
issue.
And as I write, our Aikengall IIa Community
Windfarm has now been installed and is undergoing
its final tests before becomming fully operational.
As the world gathers at COP26 in Glasgow, this
development will power an additional 70,000 homes
annually. We’re doing our bit!
Before I close, may I ask everyone to make use
of local businesses. Many continue to experience
difficulties as they try to recover from the pandemic.
They bind the community together and deserve our
support.
Looking ahead we’ll keep on helping the Dunbar
area. Even the pandemic didn’t stop us!
Please stay safe this winter.

Community Windpower is at the forefront of wind energy
development, with over 1GW built, under construction and in
development. Proven renewable energy specialists, we are proud
to be helping Scotland towards a greener future through the
identification, design, development, construction and operation of
onshore wind farms.
We believe in an open and consultative approach
with our local host communities during the
development process to ensure clean energy is
generated to meet local energy needs, and to building
relationships with community organisations that will
last for the lifetime of the wind farms.
Operating since 2001, we have a dedicated team of highly experienced civil
and electrical engineers and environmental professionals who are committed to
renewable energy to help reduce the serious threat Climate Change poses.

Our Operational Wind Farms:
z Dalry Community Wind Farm, North Ayrshire: comprises 6 turbines,
generating 18MW, and was commissioned in 2006.
z Aikengall Community Wind Farm, East Lothian: comprises 16 turbines,
generating 48MW, and was commissioned in 2009.
z Millour Hill Community Wind Farm, North Ayrshire: comprises 6
turbines, generating 18 MW, and was commissioned in 2012. This scheme
stands adjacent to our Dalry Wind Farm.
z Calder Water Community Wind Farm, South Lanarkshire: comprises 13
turbines, generating 39MW, and was commissioned in 2014.
z Millour Hill Extension Community Wind Farm, North Ayrshire: comprises 2
turbines, generating up to 6.4MW, and was commissioned in 2016. This scheme
is an extension of our Millour Hill Wind Farm.
z Aikengall II Community Wind Farm, East Lothian: comprises 19 turbines,
generating up to 63.8MW, and was commissioned in 2017. This scheme stands
adjacent to our Aikengall Wind Farm.
z Sanquhar Community Wind Farm, Dumfries and Galloway: comprises 9
turbines, generating 30MW, and was commissioned in 2018.
z Aikengall IIa Community Windfarm, East Lothian: will comprise 19 turbines,
generating 81.7MW, currently under construction. Situated adjacent to our
Aikengall and Aikengall II wind farms.

We have two further consented wind farms in Scotland,
totalling 21 turbines, and Our ‘Buy Scottish’ policy is a crucial
component of all of our projects, as we maintain our
commitment to Scotland and its green energy industry, being
set to invest over £2 billion in the Scottish economy.
For further information please contact us on 01928 734544
or email info@communitywindpower.co.uk
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£THOUSTAINODNSS
OF DONA
DURING
COVID

Despite the pandemic Community Windpower continues to help
East Lothian voluntary groups and organisations

HUGE EFFORT FROM OUR
COVID-19 CRISIS FUND

COMMUNITY
WINDPOWER
AT WORK!

SCHOOLS, COMMUNITIES AND CHARITIES HELPED – LOCAL PEOPLE BENEFIT
Scottish
Government
restrictions have
all but disappeared
as we live ‘beyond
zero’, but Covid-19
is still with us.
Lockdown was
so difficult for us
all but even in the
most testing times
our Covid-19 Crisis
Fund did its job.
It helped Blood
Bikes Scotland with
a second donation
of £2,500, Dunbar
Grammar received
£750 to replicate
an outdoor field
trip, saving pupils
going online yet
again, and it sent
another £3,000
to Children’s
Hospices Across
Scotland (CHAS).
My thanks go to
every individual and
organisation that
put our donations
to work on behalf of
local folk.
Our local

Community Councils
also deserve thanks
for their excellent
co-operation during
these tough months
as they helped
create the fund that

BY DIANE WOOD

Community Benefits Director

has been operating
so successfully
across the
pandemic timeline.
Examples of
this are all around:
£2,160 to East
Lothian Roots
and Fruits to
help fight hunger,
donating £3,938
to Haddington’s
Knox Academy for
outdoor furniture
to meet Covid-19

safety protocols. It’s
a big list.
Walking through
Dunbar you’ll see
evidence of the fund
at work.
Dunbar in Bloom
received a Covid-19
Crisis Fund grant
to help brighten
the High Street
with bulbs, seeds,
compost and tools
purchased. Happier
streets – happier
people!
Their sterling
efforts brightened
the collective mood
during the darkest
days of lockdown
– so important
to people’s
mental health and
wellbeing.
While Cathleen
Anderson at
BeGreen was busy
administering
grants from her
desk at BeGreen,
so direct funding
from Community
Windpower

continued.
This allowed
us to solve a
variety of issues,
some of which
may have been
beyond smaller
communities’
ability to rectify.
Elsewhere
in this issue
you’ll read about
Cockburnspath’s
new community
shop.
After the
village’s successful
share offer,
BeGreen’s £2,500
Covid-19 Crisis
Fund grant
was added to
Community
Windpower’s
£70,000
contribution – the
project’s biggest
donation – and a
range of smaller
donations to make
the shop a reality.
These are only
a few examples.
Our Covid-19 Crisis

Fund is now but
a page of history
as Community
Windpower and
BeGreen return to
something close
to normality while

helping Scotland
towards a brighter
future.
Please take care
and remember, wear
your mask where
required!

BeGreen’s help only a stone’s throw from Euros

Cathleen Anderson

BeGreen’s Community Coordinator

Stone Stacking is a growing
worldwide phenomenon,
and in tune with BeGreen’s
environmental outlook, the skill
takes natural stones and rocks
to create artistic towers and
sculptures.
And it truly is a skill,
requiring great concentration,
hand-eye co-ordination, and
extreme patience!
Last year’s event was

FREE PROMOTIONAL
WINDOW DISPLAY
cancelled due to Covid,
but the fourth European
Stone Stacking
Championships were held
recently at Dunbar’s Eye Cave
beach, where professionals
and amateurs faced a series of

challenges.
The event took
place over a July
weekend and as
one of the main
highlights of the
Edinburgh Science
Festival attracted
thousands of visitors
to Dunbar.
‘Although the BeGreen office
was closed due to Covid we were

only too happy to turn our High
Street window space over for
an attractive display to promote
the event’, said BeGreen’s
Community Coordinator
Cathleen Anderson.
‘Word travels fast here, and
anything we can do to bring
visitors and therefore money
into local businesses we will do.
I’m delighted the Championships
did so well.’
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z 70,000 homes
powered
z 121,000 tonnes
of carbon dioxide
displaced per annum
z More than 100 jobs
sustained during
construction

GOING LIVE!
Aikengall IIa – Scotland’s latest
wind farm

Lammermuirs facility will generate green energy for 70,000
homes, displacing 121,000 tonnes of CO2 annually

C

ommunity Windpower’s power and
strength for Scotland is back – and
about to generate enough wind-generated
energy to power another 70,000 Scottish
homes every single year.
High tech work going
on out of sight high in
the Lammermuirs has
created our new Aikengall
IIa Community Wind Farm
consisting of 19 turbines
– the work having been
completed in the shadow
of Covid-19.
In line with Community
Windpower’s ‘Buy
Scottish’ policy, RJ
McLeod, one of the
country’s largest privatelyowned civil engineering

£1,800T
GRAN

and building contractors
were civil contractors
for the scheme while
groundwork and utility
experts Midlothian
Utilities worked onsite.
Martin Redpath of
Midlothian Utilities
said: ‘We have worked
closely with Community
Windpower for the last 12
years. They are a dynamic
company to work with
and our Gorebridge-based
business has gone from

strength to strength on
the back of their wind
generation projects.
‘This has helped our
team grow and, as always,
we are delighted to be
involved in Community
Windpower projects
across the country.’
Work on Aikengall
IIa, which stands on the
boundary of East Lothian
and Scottish Borders
around 12.5 km south
of Dunbar, commenced
last year and despite the
challenges posed by the
pandemic progressed
close to schedule.
As we go to press all
three arrays are currently

CWL
Working fo
r

SCOTLAND
being energised and will
be operational later this
year after the testing
phase.
The new wind farm
forms an extension of
Community Windpower’s
established Aikengall and
Aikengall II Community
wind farms, bringing with
it additional benefits for
community and country.
Screenshot:
z 19 x 145m to tip
Siemens wind turbines
z Generating capacity of
81.7MW

‘Aikengall IIa saw
us continue our ‘Buy
Scottish’ policy, ensuring
inward investment to the
Scottish economy and
supporting the creation
of over 100 jobs’, said
CWL Managing Director
Rod Wood.
‘Working with firms
like RJM, Midlothian
Utilities and Windhoist
Limited and other
local companies by
way of purchasing
concrete, stone, fuel and
consumables injects
money directly into
local economies – so
important at this time of
uncertainty.
‘These 19 turbines
will also bring additional
significant community
benefit funding over the
operational lifetime of
the wind farm, which in
these next few years will
be more important than
ever as Scotland recovers
from Covid-19.’

MORE SUPPORT FOR SCHOOLS FROM COMMUNITY WINDPOWER

Continuing
to keep
Innerwick
kids safe

Last year CWL donated
£2,000 to help Innerwick
Primary meet the costs of
Covid-19 restrictions.

updating playground
markings, planting flowers
and regenerating their
sensory garden.

This year a follow up grant
of £1,800 via BeGreen –
which manages part of the
community benefits fund
from Aikengall Community
Wind Farms – has furthered
that effort by ensuring
the school could purchase
new sports equipment and
plants.

The school also invested
some of the money in
an eco-friendly washing
machine and dryer to help
clean clothing and blankets
that pupils use outdoors –
this task being taken on by
generous staff.

School staff had applied
for financial help in order
follow Scottish Government
Covid-19 guidelines by

Innerwick Primary also
looked at new ways of
encouraging the children’s
creativity so, using some of
the funds, a new initiative
of robotics was brought in.

Community Windpower
is keen to promote STEM
– Science, Technology,
Engineering and
Mathematics – in any
educational setting, and
these robots tick all the
boxes as they introduce
children to STEM, inspiring
them to work with future
technologies.
Diane Wood, Community
Benefits Director at
Community Windpower,
which operates the
Aikengall Community
Wind Farms, said: ‘When
Innerwick Primary outlined

their plans we were
impressed. Young children
need support to focus
on stimulating activity,
particularly over these
past months when school
life has been so different.
‘Thankfully we are
approaching some kind
of normality again now
that schools are back
after the October break.
Encouraging new ways
of learning and helping
pupils understand new
technologies will develop
new and important skills
for the future.’
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Costs met as CWL helps trustees save on new village hall

£250,000
STAGED
DONATION

£50,000

EXTRA COSTS
COVERED

A COMMUNITY WINDPOWER LEGACY
FOR ABBEY ST BATHANS

P

reston and Abbey Community Trust
was established to administer funds
from Community Windpower and other
wind farms.
A few years back the
community was faced
with a major problem: the
village hall, built in 1910,
was in a desperate state,
so much so that it had to
be demolished in October
2019.
The PACT committee
was on the brink of

l 111 years
old building
demolished
l CWL suggestion
saves PACT
trustees money
l Removed trees
and hedging to
be replaced
l Asbestos panels
safely removed
l ‘Great legacy’
for the people
of Abbey St
Bathans

financing a replacement
building based on
estimated future income,
when Rob Fryer, Civils
Director at Community
Windpower asked if
they would consider an
alternative to what would
be a very large bank loan
– with the interest costs
that would entail.
Instead, Community
Windpower suggested
that they make a series of
payments – contributing
£250,000 to the project –
that would save the Trust
a small fortune.
The PACT trustees
accepted CWL’s proposal
and what is a prime
example of Community
Windpower and BeGreen
working with local people
to achieve best value for
their communities was put
into action.
‘Projects such as
this are exciting for
everyone involved’, said

Rob, ‘but as with most
building developments it
is very difficult to avoid
unforeseen extras such
as increases in building
material costs and even
the odd overspend.
‘We understand this
and so have covered
this additional spending
which amounts to
approximately £50,000.
We do this because not
only are we investing in
a new building for future
generations, we are
investing in the people
on the scene right now.’
Work on the project is
extremely well advanced
and everything has been
done with extreme care’,
said PACT trustee James
Dobbie.
‘For example, a tree
and adjacent hedging
was inspected for bird
nests before removal and
both will be replaced as
soon as is practical. Then
bats were discovered
in a nearby oak tree, so
an application for a bat
disturbance licence had to
be made.

‘Next
came the
removal of
asbestos
sheeting
that required
appropriate
licences
too, but
since demolition, sound
planning and careful work,
combined with respect for
the sensitivity of the site
have brought the project
close to completion.
‘We thank Community
Windpower’s Community
Benefits Director Diane
Wood, Rob Fryer and the
entire team at CWL for the
wonderful support they
have given us. They have
helped greatly to create a
lasting legacy for Abbey
St Bathans with a building
that I’m certain will last
even longer than the
original.’

‘It’s been quite a
journey for James and his
fellow PACT trustees’, said
Diane Wood, Community
Windpower’s Community
Benefits Director. ‘They
deserve the utmost credit
for their diligence and for
the effort and time they
have put into this project
for the good of their
community.
‘All of us at Community
Windpower look forward to
the completion of what will
be a fantastic resource for
local people
for decades
to come.’

‘The PACT trustees deserve the utmost
credit for their diligence and for the
time they have put into this project.’
Diane Wood
CWL Community Benefits Director
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Ever wondered what Dunbar would be missing were it not for Community Windpower’s local wind farms? Probably
more than you think. You may be surprised at the improvements to the built environment, local landscape and
voluntary organisations that have been helped by – or resulted from – grant aid from Community Windpower and
BeGreen. Here are just a few random examples from the past few years …

What has Wind Power
ever done for us?
£5,000

Innerwick Primary
pupils

£8A4TI0ON

DON

COVID
FUND D CRISIS
ONATIO
N

2017: Innerwick Primary
School pupils put £400
of our £840 donation
towards the cost of a new
defibrillator for their village.

Danielle’s Gold Rush

DUNBAR UNITED
COLTS GIRLS’

2017: Danielle Joyce was helped
on her way to Deaflympic glory
by a donation of £500 from
BeGreen. Our investment paid
off big time as Danielle brought
home two gold and two bronze
medals!

£500

DONATION

South East Region
Under 15s Division
2 Champions

THE SEA
SON
IN NUMB
ERS
Le

2018: Dunbar Colts
ague Win
ners
2018/1
continued their success
z 20 games 9
z 14 matchesplayed
in 2018/19 backed by regular
z 2 games dr won
sponsorship from Community
z 4 matches awn
lost
IN 10
Windpower. BeGreen and
FIXTURES HOME
O
NL
Y ONE
MATCH W
AS LOST
Community
UNITED Windpower
DUNBAR 2004)
continue to support local
COLTS ( SHIP
sportspeole of all ages and
SPONSOR
abilities.

Edinburgh Children’s
Hospital Charity

2017: The Maggie’s Centre
and Ward 2 at Belhaven
Hospital benefited from our
donation to this brilliant
money-raising event,
instigated by the family of
local lady Elaine Simants.

£2,500

COVID
FUND D CRISIS
ONATIO
N

2020: This donation was made
to help provide direct support for
clinically vulnerable children and their
families with food, toiletries, creative
activities, mental health support and
to help with equipment for the hospital
and community health services.

‘5 in 5’ Challenge

Help for frontline Marie Curie clinical
nurse specialists

£500

DONATION

2018: Community Windpower
scored an equaliser by donating
to the Colts’ Girls’ under 9 side,
DONATION
Diane Wood said:’ I take my hat
off to the coaches who started up
and trained the girls. Women’s football
is on the rise in Scotland so to be able to help is very
pleasing.’

£500

Murdo skis for Scotland… with a wee
bit of help from BeGreen
2019: Dunbar’s
very own skiing
sensation Murdo
Watson received an
early grant to help
with equipment
and competition
costs. Community
Windpower continue
to support Murdo’s
efforts annually.

Helping Sandpiper
Trust to help local
doctors

£2,500
DONATION

2020: Early in the coronavirus pandemic
Community Windpower and BeGreen Dunbar
donated £5,000 to enable Marie Curie clinical
nurse specialists to deliver an additional 125
hours of care to people in their own homes
across Edinburgh and East Lothian.
Marie Curie is on the frontline providing nursing
care and support for end of life patients – with
or without coronavirus – at home or in its
Edinburgh hospice.
The charity’s vital role during the pandemic
supported Scotland’s NHS by freeing up
intensive care beds to help relieve pressure on
hospitals.
Accepting the donation, Marie Curie fundraising
manager Carolyn Snedden said: ‘This money is
a tremendous boost for us and will make such a
difference to families. For many people, hospital
is not the right place, for them, and they don’t
want to go. Thanks to Community Windpower
and BeGreen Dunbar we are able to help more
people remain at home.’

£4A5TI0ON

Three days in September

DON

£3,000

EQUIPMENT
GRANT

2017: The Sandpiper Trust
provides life-saving equipment for doctors
that provide on call services to rural areas
and villages in East Lothian.
A £3,000 grant from BeGreen was just what
the doctor ordered, with a team member
commenting: ‘It’s the efforts of the fantastic
volunteers like the people at Sandpiper
Trust that often pass by unnoticed by the
general public.’ BeGreen
and Community
Windpower
certainly noticed!

2019: Funding to help Dunbar
(Traditional) Music Festival. The
organisation is run completely by volunteers
on a non-profit basis and runs the festival each
September featuring a mix of song, pipes, ceilidhs
and children’s workshops.

£4N,3AT6IO0N
DO

BeGreen walks the walk
across the border

2020: ‘It’s money well spent and
we hope this donation will encourage others to
support the project’, said CWL Community Benefits
Director Diane Wood – the project being the Forth
to Farne Way, a 72 miles walk that follows an ancient
route from North Berwick to Lindisfarne in the north
of England.
‘We hope that thousands will use the route to help
improve health and wellbeing, particularly in light of
the Covid-19 pandemic.’
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£O6NA9TIO,5N 0WIT0H
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DONA

0
£50,00
LLY
ANNUA

Lammermuirs join the CWL family
2019: In May 2019 Lammermuirs Community
Council picked up their first cheque, the amount
being the accumulated monies due since
Aikengall II commenced operations.
Rob Fryer, Director of Civils at CWL said, ‘these
funds will be paid to Cranshaws, Ellemsford and
Longformacus Community Association (CELCA),
the trust that represents the Community Council
and cannot fail to have a positive impact on life in
the Lammermuirs.
Community remains the ethos within Community
Windpower and I know our Director of Community
Benefits, Diane Wood is delighted that our
community engagement is at an all time high.’

£2N,2AT5IO0N
DO

BeGreen helps light up Dunbar again

THIRD SIZEABLE DONATION IN FIVE YEARS
2019: BeGreen donated yet again to help the efforts
of the fantastic Christmas Lights volunteers – a subcommittee of Dunbar Community Council.
‘We’re delighted that Community Windpower and
BeGreen have supported us again, said Lights
Committee member Grant Adams. ‘We really
appreciate the support CWL’s Aikengall Community
Wind Farms give us. The money was spent upgrading
the lighting infrastructure as we worked to replace
30-year-old equipment.’

£5A0TI0ON

DON

With thanks to our
local lifeboat

2019: Community Windpower
have supported the local branch of the RNLI
for years. In 2019 this continued with a
donation of £500 to help meet the cost of
their annual fete.
CWL Civils Director
Rob Fryer commented:
‘Lifeboat volunteers
deserve our support
and give up free time to
provide their life-saving
services. They have our
unending gratitude and
we know this grant will
be put to excellent use to help them continue
their good works.’

£
£
£
£
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Helping householders
stay warm

2018: Care and Repair East
Lothian were able to offer free
draughtproofing to local people thanks to this
donation of £1,250. ‘We’ve worked with care and
Repair over the last few years’, said Diane Wood,
Community Benefits Director at CWL. ‘It’s a
relationship that has brought tangible benefits
to local people by helping
reduce energy bills and
making homes warmer and
more comfortable.’

£1,16IO5N
DONAT

Help for Dunbar Sea
Cadets’ wellbeing

2020: Aware of the potential
disorientation caused to Cadets
from Covid-19 restrictions, Chief Petty
Officer Martin Galloway created wellbeing packs for
the youngsters dotted around East Lothian.
The packs
that contained
recycled pens,
activity books,
notebooks and
treats came in
at £1,165 with
Community
Windpower
meeting the cost.

£1,00IO0N
DONAT

00

Speaking at the time, Ian Hamilton of Dunbar
Coronavirus Response Team said, ‘Community
Windpower’s BeGreen Dunbar support came
before government money or other charity
funding, allowing us to work with families and
local people almost immediately. This was
crucial to us making a positive impact.’
CWL’s community partners helped bolster
the fund in both the east and west, Diane
explaining: ‘Our support to local communities
began a few weeks ago, but we quickly
realised that wider help was urgently required.
That’s why we created the fund to run
alongside those of organisations we already
have existing partnerships with.
‘The process was designed to be quick and
easy with decisions on most applications
made within 48 hours to ensure funds
reached those who needed them most.’

Allowing local people to share
pandemic experiences on
East Lothian FM

2020: BeGreen answered East Lothian FM
station trustee Ian Robertson’s request for
assistance to buy new laptops
for producing innovative
programmes in which local
people could share their own
personal journeys through the
pandemic.

Helping locals
make a show of
themselves!

£255,0

2020: Immediately the
Covid-19 emergency
COVID
CRI
became apparent, Diane
INSTIG SIS FUND
ATED
Wood, Community
Benefits Director at
Community Windpower,
brought together BeGreen and
other partner organisations to
form Community Windpower’s
Covid-19 Crisis Fund.

£800

DONATION

2017: Back in 2017
Community Windpower
made what was the third
donation in a row to the
hardworking committee of
the Berwickshire Show at
Duns Showground.
‘At Community Windpower
we help a lot of charities.
Events like the Berwickshire
Show bring variety and
enjoyment into the lives of
local folk which has great
benefits for mental and physical health. We were only
too pleased to help again this year’, said Diane Wood
of CWL.

This list is just a random selection of the countless grants and donations made by Community Windpower and
BeGreen Dunbar in the not too distant past.
There’s much much more, such as a £2,500 grant to support Dunbar Nursery ; donations and events hosted for
the local Dementia Care Group; a £1,000 sponsorship package for Dunbar Flower Show; £500 to help local lass
Hannah Robertson head for Honduras with the Project Trust to help local people; £1,000 to Dunbar and District
Probus Club… the list goes on.
And all funded from clean, green energy for Scotland from the wind turbines above the town.

£
£
£
£

New Surf Centre is a
real asset to Dunbar

£10,00

IN TWO

0

GRANT

£10,000 of Community
Windpower and BeGreen donations help
create a fantastic community asset

S

2018/2019: The first of its kind in Scotland,
the new Surf Centre at Belhaven Bay is
home to Coast to Coast Surf School, Surfers
Against Sewage, Dunbar Surf Life Saving
Club and a number of other local groups,
including East Lothian Council’s Countryside
Rangers.
‘All of us at Community
Windpower and BeGreen are
delighted to have been part
of the project and wish the
centre and everyone who
uses it all the best for the
future. £10,000 is a lot of money but this is
definitely an example of money being well
spent’, said Rod Wood, Managing Director at
Community Windpower.

£5R,0AN0T0
G

Tyninghame Village Hall
energy efficient lighting

2020: ‘Tyninghame Village
Hall sits at the heart of the local
community. To make better use of its facilities
and to reduce electricity bills and energy
consumption, the building’s traditional
lighting required to be converted to a more
energy efficient LED system. Community
Windpower stepped in with a donation of
£5,000 to help.
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GENERATING GREEN ENERGY – HELPING THE PEO

…with a word of caution from Community Benefit Director Diane Wood

C

ommunity
Windpower’s
Covid-19 Crisis
Fund has helped
many voluntary
organisations over
the period of the
pandemic, and is
still doing so.

n Educational presentations and interactive
workshops for primary and secondary
schools on sustainability, energy awareness
and renewable energy
n Creation of jobs for local people - we
currently employ an Educational Ranger and
Energy Advisors
n Work with local schools, in the delivery of
environmental topics
n Funding and operation of our BeGreen
Energy Advice Service including grant
funding for energy efficiency measures and
renewable energy installations
n Working Partnerships with Colleges which
includes Student Placement Schemes
n Educational site visits to the wind farm
thus using the wind farm as an educational
resource
n Funding for environmental and eco-friendly
community projects to enhance the local
area
n Funding for educational trips and activities
for local schools
n Sponsorship for local events and shows.

www.communitywindpower.co.uk

With help from
community partners
and community
organisations such as
Dunbar Community
Council, tens of
thousands of pounds
have been spent helping
caring and voluntary
groups.
These range from
£4,500 to the Sunshine
Wishes Children’s
Charity, £2,500 for
Dunbar Dementia
Carers Group, two
donations totalling
£6,000 to Blood Bikes
Scotland, and, in the
west, £10,000 to meet
North Ayrshire Social
Care’s need for vital
digital thermometers.

The list goes on….
In East Lothian
£2,500 was donated
to Groundswell
Scotland, a community
interest company that
supports women, while
the steady return of
events saw £700 go to
help provide a Covidsafe, socially distanced
Dunbar Civic Week.
‘It’s been quite a
journey’, said Diane.
‘Thankfully, our
Covid-19 Crisis Fund
has been the success
we hoped. Although
the pandemic is far
from over, the carefully
paced return to
normality should see
more organisations

get back to what they
do best – helping local
people, face to face.
‘That said, we’re
seeing the Delta
variant cause concern
as I speak and people
are still catching the
virus in large numbers,
so we have to be
cautious. The Scottish
Government has done
everything possible to
protect people but we
really have to do our
bit as individuals and
help ourselves.
‘Speaking to
Cathleen Anderson
at BeGreen Dunbar
and Ranger Pete
over in Dalry, picking
up feedback from

£10,000 £2,500
HEALTH &
SOCIAL CARE
GRANT

GROUNDSWELL
SCOTLAND

Making a
DIFFERENC
E!

our people on the
ground and up in
the Lammermuirs
where they are testing
Aikengall IIa Wind Farm,
I’m filled with hope but
still encouraged to be
cautious.
‘As we carefully come
out of the shadow of
coronavirus we must
all try to retain our
personal space because
winter lies ahead and
with it something of
the unknown where
virus transmission
is concerned. So for
the present we must
all continue to follow
Government guidelines.’

TWO DONATIONS
TOTALLING

£6,000

BLOOD BIKES
SCOTLAND
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OPLE OF DUNBAR AND SCOTLAND
ANOTHER MILESTONE REACHED AS…

OUR TURB
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FOR YOU! G

Community Benefits total
about to smash £6 MILLION mark
A

s we go to press Community Windpower is about to reach yet
another milestone of community help: delivering £6 million in
community benefit funding to local host communities.
This astonishing total
includes a record breaking
Spring 2021 period when
£250,000 made its way
to host communities, a
figure that means CWL
is on track to break the
£1 million barrier in 2021
alone.
The bi-annual funding
generated by CWL’s
wind farms provides
support to the economic,
environmental, and social
requirements of host
communities throughout

Dunbar and in Dalry,
Ayrshire.
Community benefit
funding provides
opportunities for local
redevelopment where
this was previously
not possible, provides
support for new projects
and strengthens local
organisations, schools and
charities.
Community Windpower
Managing Director Rod
Wood said: ‘We are
absolutely thrilled to

‘Community Windpower delivered our largest
parcel of community benefit funding in April
this year… and are striving to maintain
momentum’.
Rod Wood,
Managing Director, Community Windpower

the operational lifetime of
the wind farms, allowing
communities to plan
ahead and deliver legacy
projects for all to enjoy.
The total comprises
of community benefit
funding from seven
operational wind farms,
projects in development
and affiliates here in

be fast approaching £6
million in total community
benefit funding to date.
In fact the team at
Community Windpower
delivered our largest
parcel of community
benefit funding only
in April this year and
since then we have been
striving to maintain our

l Our Educational Ranger
works with schools in the
west to deliver lessons
focused on environmental
topics;

l Grant funding for energy
l Creation of jobs for local people efficiency measures
we currently employ an Educational
and renewable energy
Ranger in the west, a Community
installations;
Coordinator at BeGreen Dunbar
and complementary Energy Advice l Funding for environmental
and Assessment professionals;
and eco-friendly
l Sponsorship for local events and
community projects to
enhance the local area;
shows;

HITS EUROPE’S

TOP THREE!

C

ommunity Windpower
helps Scotland to third
place in European renewables
league table

£6,000,000

IN COMMUNITY BEN

EFITS

momentum.
‘This past pandemic
year has highlighted
the significance of
communities and residents
helping one another
through times of adversity
and we are committed
to working alongside our
host community partners
to provide legacy projects
for local people that will
create positive change for
everyone living in this part
of East Lothian.’

Our Community
Funding
Community Windpower
is wholly committed to
fulfilling community
obligations and
works closely with
host communities to
provide significant
economic, educational,
environmental and social
benefits for the lifetime
of local wind farms.

Community Benefits:
l Educational presentations and
interactive workshops for primary
and secondary schools on
sustainability, energy awareness
and renewable energy;

SCOTLAND

l Working partnerships with
Colleges which includes
Student Placement Schemes;
l Educational site visits to wind
farms, using the facilities as
an educational resource;
l Funding for educational trips
and activities for local
schools;
l Annual funding for
Cockburnspath and Cove
Community Council and
Dunbar Community Council.

Scottish Government figures from 2020
show that 97 per cent of the country’s
electricity was generated from renewable
sources.
When these figures are compared to the
latest data from European statisticians
Eurostat, Scotland is rated number three
in Europe for renewable energy generation,
with only our neighbours Norway and
Iceland producing more green energy.
Sweden, Denmark and Germany lag
behind us in the Euro renewables league
table, while the rest of the UK produces only
35 per cent of its needs from renewables!
Community Windpower is proud to be
part of Scotland’s green energy journey,
and as Glasgow prepares to host the COP26
climate conference continues to invest to
do even more for climate and country.
‘Scotland’s 2020 renewable generation
was roughly equivalent to powering every
single home in the nation for almost three
and a half years’, said CWL Director of Civils
Rob Fryer. ‘That’s the same as powering
every fridge in the country for more than 8
years!
‘At the moment Community Windpower
is investing heavily in the local area with
the ongoing work at Aikengall IIa Wind
Farm. When complete its 19 turbines will
add to the nation’s ability to generate even
more clean electricity, thereby helping
the climate, and safeguarding it for future
generations.
‘It’s special that the Dunbar area is
contributing so much to help us create a
better, cleaner, greener future for us all.’

“Aikengall IIa will help
safeguard the climate
for future generations’
Rob Fryer
CWL Director of Civils
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OPEN :

CWL LARGEST FUNDER AS RESIDENTS SECURE
VITAL COMMUNITY SERVICE

J

ust over a year after the former
Cockburnspath Village Store closed its
doors, its replacement from a specially
formed management committee is open
and flourishing.
Cockburnspath
Community Enterprise
Limited is a Community
Benefit Society
established by local
residents to ensure the
village retained a shop
– essential for young
families and elderly
residents in particular.
Launching a new
shop had its challenges
for society members:
lockdown, fundraising

and social distancing
– all hurdles overcome
thanks to Zoom and sheer
determination.
The people of
Cocksburnpath really
bought into a community
shop owned and operated
by local folk – they raised
over £30,000 by way of a
Community Share Offer!
And as a result
Cockburnspath’s
community shop now

BeGREEN DUNBAR
Energy Advice Centre

55 High Street, Dunbar EH42 1EW

NOW RE-OPENED
OPENING HOURS: Monday to Wednesday 9am-1pm

CONSULTATIONS: To protect privacy
consultations are available by appointment
only. Please contact: Cathleen Anderson,
Community Co-ordinator

i

01386 863720

begreen@communitywindpower.co.uk

Please respect Scottish Government safety protocols
WEAR A MASK and USE HAND SANTIISER provided
BeGreen Dunbar Energy Advice Centre opened in November 2008 and receives funding
from Community Windpower’s Aikengall and Aikengall II Community wind farms

proudly serves residents
from its site adjacent to
the Village Hall.
Community
Windpower’s Aikengall
Wind Farm and BeGreen
were the project’s largest
funders – adding their
contributions to wind
farm benefits from
Penmanshiel, and Kinegar
– to meet the cost of the
shop’s modular building.
Rob Fryer, Director
of Civils and Business
Development at CWL
commented: ‘We are
delighted that our
community benefit fund
was used to facilitate
what is a thriving
community hub, where
social interaction binds
the community together
and that provides a legacy
for the good folks of
Cockburnspath.
‘The Covid-19 pandemic
reinforced the importance
of shopping local and by
supporting the village
through the creation
of the shop we aim to
enhance the lives of the
local people’.
Richard Copland, Chair
of the Community Shop
Management Committee,
said: ‘Since the village

store closed in February,
we’ve worked tirelessly to
make the shop a reality.
‘The current building
will remain for three
years until a permanent
structure can be found or
built. It’ll attract many new
customers, as it offers
something bespoke for
tourists and walkers from
the Southern Upland Way.
‘My thanks go to all
of our volunteers and to
Community Windpower
for the expertise we
received from their
Aikengall Wind Farm
contractors.’
Community Windpower
and BeGreen are the
largest funders of this
valuable project:
z CWL Aikengall
Windfarm Benefits –
£70,000 (the building)
z BeGreen £2,500 (PPE
equipment)
z Penmanshiel Windfarm
Benefits £9,950 (Seed
and start-up)
z Awards for All,
National Lottery,
£9,944 (Volunteer
Development)
z Kinegar Windfarm
Benefits £5,000
(Building platform
aggregate)

CWL’s Aikengall contractors also supplied
the heavy lifting – saving the society
money

z Drone Hill Windfarm
Benefits £10,000
(Equipment)
z Community Share Offer
(At the time of writing
more than £30,000
raised)
Covid equipment and
signage was supported
by BeGreen from their
Covid-19 Crisis Fund
and development of
staff and volunteers
and purchasing of stock
through Berwickshire Area
Partnership, Localities
Fund and Awards for All,
Scotland.
Additional know how
was provided by the
Plunkett Foundation
and Community
Shares Scotland, while
funds were further
accessed through the
Cockburnspath and Cove
Community Council.

For further information and how to invest in this homegrown initiative take a look at:
shop.copathandcove.org
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Community Windpower
is doing everything
possible to help
Scotland achieve its
climate goals
Rod Wood, Managing
Director of Community
Windpower and Rob Fryer, the
company’s Director of Civils
and Business Development say the company
is playing its part helping Scotland towards
its world-leading renewables targets.
‘I don’t think there is
a government anywhere
more determined to
address the current
environmental issues
than the Scottish
Government’,
said Rod, ‘a
fact perhaps
ROD WOOD
recognised when
Glasgow was chosen as host city
for the COP 26 climate conference
which the UK is co-hosting with Italy
this November.
‘With COP26 coming here the profile of
the climate change issue across Scotland
and all the nations of the British Isles will
never have been higher.
‘The numbers are improving all the
time. 2018 saw 21.1 per cent of total
Scottish energy consumption come
from renewable sources. That was up 1.8
percentage points from the previous year:
the equivalent of powering and heating
more than 1.9 million households.
‘Today the Scottish
Government’s energy plans call
for 100 per cent of electricity
consumption to be generated
through renewable sources
and half of total energy
consumption – including for heating and
transport – to come from renewables by
2030.
‘Although figures indicate that last year
97.4 per cent of Scotland’s gross electricity
consumption
did come from renewable

RENEWABLE
ENERGY
IS OUR
BUSINESS

At present Community Windpower are
installing 19 turbines at their new Aikengall
IIa site to complement neighbouring
Aikengall and Aikengall II Community Wind
Farms, meaning more clean electricity
and community benefits for the local
community.




As global climate
conference heads
to Scotland

sources, the figure fell just short of the 100
per cent target. That said, there is no doubt
the country is heading in the right direction
and we’re proud to be a contributing factor.’
CWL Civils Director, Rob Fryer sees a
bright future ahead: ‘I think it’s fair to say
that the higher the target, the harder it is
to achieve. That Scotland is doing so well
speaks volumes for
our industry and the
MSPs and MPs trying
to make Scotland
a cleaner, greener
country for future
generations.
‘At Community Windpower
ROB FRYER
we are certainly doing our bit
while striving to do more with a number of
exciting projects in the production pipeline
to add to existing facilities.’

With a generating capacity of 81.7MW
and the ability to power 70,000 homes, the
new site will displace a staggering 121,000
tonnes of Carbon Dioxide annually.
And in addition to its climatic
contribution Aikengall IIa will contribute
additional funds to Community
Windpower’s annual community benefit
funding packages that to date have
donated close to £6,000,000 to host
communities across the country.
Rod Wood is determined that CWL will
continue to innovate and contribute to a
better climate for us all. He said: ‘COP 26 is
part of a plan to secure global net zero by
mid-century and keep 1.5 degrees within
reach. So countries are being asked to adopt
ambitious 2030 emissions reduction targets
that align with reaching net zero by the
middle of the century.

‘Countries are being asked to
adopt ambitious 2030 emission
reduction targets’
‘To achieve this we must move faster to
phase out coal, reduce deforestation, increase the use of electric vehicles and increase the production of renewable energy.
‘It’s a tall order, but as specialists in
developing renewable energy projects
and with a dedicated in-house team of
researchers, operational technicians and
financial experts, we are doing everything we
can to help achieve Scotland’s targets.
‘And we are proud to contribute to solving
what is a world community issue as we work
together for a brighter future for our planet.’

£1,48T0 CWL funds Crunchy Carrot e-bike storage facility
GRAN

Dunbar’s
Community Carrot –
a community benefit society that
owns the Crunchy Carrot greengrocer
and whole foods shop recently received
£1,480 from CWL and BeGreen Dunbar.
The shop was purchased by the
community in November 2019 and now
boasts almost 600 shareholders as it
prioritises local, ethical sourcing of
products and community services.
The society had purchased an
e-cargo delivery bike with funding from
the Scottish Government’s Community
Climate Asset Fund but had to meet
a request from the site owner that a

secure storage facility be installed to
ensure the bike would be safe from
theft or damage.
So Community Windpower and
BeGreen Dunbar stepped in with a
grant of £1,480 for the purchase,
delivery, and installation of a secure
storage container for the new electric
bike.
Hannah Ewan, development officer
at Crunchy Carrot said, ‘Having an
e-cargo bike is a daily visible way of
promoting sustainable transport in
Dunbar.
‘We hope that having a high-profile
electric vehicle in the town centre will

act as a catalyst for others to make
the switch to help reduce carbon
emissions and sincerely thank
Community Windpower for their
assistance’.
Community Benefits Director at
Community Windpower, Diane Wood
said, ‘We were delighted to support
Crunchy Carrot.
‘They promote reduction of carbon
emissions and share a similar ethos to
ours, including local sourcing of goods
and sustainable living.
‘We hope our support will
encourage electric vehicle use in
Dunbar.’
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Business and BeGreen

Community
Directory
PJ DESIGN is an East
Lothian-based design,
marketing and PR agency.
For nearly 20 years we have
been providing creative,
cost-effective solutions for
small and medium-sized
companies across south-east
Scotland.

LOCAL BUSINESSES HAVE NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT!
Community Windpower and BeGreen have been supporting local people, projects,
foodbanks, charities and businesses since 2005 while providing FREE energy advice
from our BeGreen hub in Dunbar town centre. These adverts are provided FREE to
local businesses.

PLEASE SUPPORT THEM AS WE ALL JOURNEY OUT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
To place a FREE advert in our next issue please email: begreen@communitywindpower.co.uk

For more information, please
contact Pauline Jaffray.

Fluxie Feet
c/o Flux
78-80 High Street,
Dunbar
East Lothian EH42 1JH
Tel: 01368 864 567

tel/fax: 01368 863593
e-mail: pauline@pj-design.net
PJ Design
2 Beveridge Row
Belhaven, Dunbar
East Lothian EH42 1TP

BOARDING KENNELS
Friendly, welcoming and well maintained
Boarding Kennels
East Fortune, North Berwick, East Lothian EH39 5JX

Call

07983 559 942

woodsideboardingkennels.co.uk

11 Newhouse Terrace
Queens Road
Dunbar
Telephone:

01368
862 033
Quality sourdough and yeasted breads,
traditional savouries and sweets and
gorgeous patisserie.

IAIN McDOUGALL
Joiner & Glazier

All hand made daily in our high street
bakery. Come and try!

60 High Street, Dunbar EH42 1JH
Telephone: 01368 238178
www.thebakerydunbar.co.uk
TheBakeryDunbar/
Keep in touch with your grassroots – subscribe to
East Lothian Life- a distinctive, county magazine for
people who appreciate and are
interested in their county.
East Lothian Life
1 Beveridge Row,
Belhaven, DUNBAR
East Lothian EH42 1TP
Alternatively, give us a call on:

01368 863593
eastlothianlife.co.uk

TRADITIONAL WOOD AND WILDLIFE SKILLS

Prospero

Tree-ditions Woodland Crafts School is the Lothian’s premier
Bushcraft, Survival and Green Woodworking location for green
leisure and learning experiences!
We offer an immersion in nature with hands on learning
using treeditional and contemporary tools and skills used for
bushcraft, survival and green wood product creation. In a
woodland near Stenton in East Lothian.

WORKSHOP
Unit 1, Spott Road Industrial Estate
Dunbar EH42 1RS

www.tree-ditions.com

TELEPHONE: 01368 862344

07562 728 572

MOBILE: 07835 496964

dave@tree-ditions.com

CORE
Pilates & yoga classes & personal tuition
Massage therapy, reflexology & Reiki

49 High Street, Dunbar, EH42 1EW
TELEPHONE

07890 618 755

www.coredunbar.co.uk

*PLEASE NOTE CLASSES ARE RUNNING
ONLINE DURING LOCKDOWN

PROFESSIONAL MORTGAGE
& INSURANCE ADVICE IN
EAST LOTHIAN
Prospero Insurance
Brokers Ltd
6a High Street,
Dunbar, EH42 1EL
TELEPHONE:

0800 689 1370
www.prosperomortgages.co.uk
www.prosperoinsurance.co.uk
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Dunbar T-Shirt Shop
104 High Street, Dunbar
01450 218 121
Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Add us on Google+

ECOSSE
ENTERTAINMENTS

Wedding and
Event DJs

07745 686591
info@ecosseentertainments.co.uk

Find us on Facebook

DUNBAR & DISTRICT

PROUD SPONSORS AND PATRONS OF

Community Windpower grant holds
back the sands of time

Thousands of locals and
tourists have benefited from
vital repairs to Belhaven Bridge
– the area’s famous ‘Bridge to
Nowhere’ – thanks to Community
Windpower’s Community Benefit
Fund.
The work cost a whopping
£8,738 and provides a safer
crossing of the Biel Water, the
large burn that runs into Belhaven
Bay, near the Surf Club.
Unfortunately tidal pressures
were systematically eroding sand
from around the famous structure
– a tourist attraction in its own
right – exposing large boulders

and making it difficult for wee
ones and adults to navigate the
shortest route to Belhaven Sands.
So Community Windpower
stepped in, Community Benefits
Director Diane Wood saying:
‘Belhaven Bridge is an icon of
East Lothian so we were delighted
that our Community Benefit Fund
could help ensure its safety.
‘The area attracts many more
visitors now, with Belhaven Surf
Club – built with the help of a
£10,000 Community Windpower
grant – proving a catalyst for
beachgoers.’
Councillor Norman Hampshire
added: ‘We’re very grateful to
Community Windpower for

funding the bridge repairs as we
had no other source of financial
support.
‘Access to the beach side of the
bridge was so poor that during
summer people had to clamber
over rocks and boulders to leave
at high tide.’
With increasing numbers of folk
now crossing Biel Water at low
tide to surf, paddle board, swim or
enjoy the beach, the work – raising
handrails and walkway expansion
– has dramatically reduced the
potential for accidents, a blessing
because the ‘Bridge to Nowhere’
actually saves thousands of
beachgoers a 4 km walk every
year!

CWL financial package helps Blossom
House… blossom
During coronavirus
Scotland’s care homes
had no choice but
to restrict relatives’
visitation schedules.
As a result Belhaven
Hospital’s Blossom
Care Home residents
were isolated from
friends and family.
So caring
staff approached
Community
Windpower’s
Community Benefit
Fund for help – and a
grant of £2,500 was
soon on its way.
The monies were
used to upgrade the
home’s sitting room
and garden access, plus

restarting residents’
outings.
New furniture,
curtains and soft
furnishings boosted
morale and the
improved accessibility
to the garden, paid for
by a £1,000 slice of the
grant.
Caroline Johnston,
Senior Charge Nurse,
said: ‘We are delighted at
the kind donation from
BeGreen/Community
Windpower. The donation
has enabled us to start
decorating our lounge
areas. We are also going
to use some of the funds
to go towards trips and
in house entertainment.

A big thank you from
all the residents and
staff at Blossom House,
Belhaven Hospital.’
Diane Wood, CWL
Community Benefits
Director said: ‘It’s been
tough for care home
residents and staff.
I’m sure this financial
package will ease the
pressure on them all.
This grant follows up on

£2,500
GRANT

our previous
£2,500 donation for
a tablet for the home.
We’re pleased to help.’
To enquire about
CWL community
benefit funding contact
Cathleen Anderson
at BeGreen – see our
advert in this issue.
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CWL Covid Crisis Fund helps launch Dunbar Life Savers’

Beach Warden Service

GRA

C

ommunity Windpower
and BeGreen Dunbar’s
joint crisis fund has
once again supported
Scotland’s only coastal
water safety education
club, Dunbar Surf Life
Saving Club.
Based at Belhaven Surf Centre,
the club is a registered charity
and affiliated to Surf Life Saving
Club GB and the Scottish Surfing
Federation and is also recognised
and supported by the RNLI.
BeGreen Dunbar’s grant of
£2,400 supported the club as
the easing of lockdown and
the lack of holidays outside
Scotland combined with brilliant
summer sunshine to attract more
beachgoers to Belhaven Bay than
usual.
To combat these increased
visitor numbers the club’s team of
volunteers devised a new Beach
Warden Service but needed help
to fund training, uniforms, first aid
equipment and a gazebo warden
station.
Dunbar Surf Life Saving Club’s

PRIZE
GUYS!

£D 700
ONATED

Second Covidsafe Dunbar Civic
Week helped
by Community
Windpower
Last year due to the
Covid-19 pandemic Dunbar
Civic Week enjoyed an
alternative celebration.

DUNBAR & DISTRICT
BeGreen is grant funded by Community Windpower Ltd

55 High Street
Dunbar EH42 1EW

01368 863720

Cathleen Anderson
begreen@communitywindpower.co.uk
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More financial support as club addresses
increase in open water swimming

Janet McDougall Welch said: ‘We
predicted a surge in open water
swimming this year, alongside

ever-growing numbers of surfers
at Belhaven Bay.
‘This grant from BeGreen and

‘Their importance was brought into sharp focus by the open
water tragedies we saw in Scotland this summer’.

With lockdown
restrictions easing
cautiously this
summer, the
Dunbar Civic Week
Committee decided
to repeat last year’s
socially distanced
Civic Week events.
From Saturday
12 June through to
Saturday 18 June
three competitions
– best scarecrow,
best window
display and best
dressed house –
returned again

If you live in the Dunbar
& East Linton ward
• Free home energy
audits
• Energy efficiency
grants
• Renewable technology
grants
• Free advice on how to
save
energy and reduce fuel
bills
• Open surgeries
with energy saving
companies

under a theme that
said it all about our
community – ‘The
Spirit of Dunbar’ – and
a treasure hunt along
Dunbar High Street
was also introduced
for good measure.
The Spirit of Dunbar
theme allowed children
to express what they
find special about
Dunbar and what lifted
their spirits during the
time the pandemic
forced them away
from friends, family
and social
activities.
Help from
Community
Windpower’s
Covid-19 Crisis
Fund meant
there was prize
vouchers on offer
worth up to £100 for
the winners of each
competition that could
be redeemed on the

High Street and other
local shops, to help
support the local
economy.
Dunbar Civic Week
was established in
1970 to mark the
600th anniversary of
the granting by King
David II, of the Royal
Charter creating the
Burgh of Dunbar.
It is a celebration
of the richness of
community life in the
town and surrounding

area, its history,
culture, and people,
and engenders a
sense of togetherness
during the most

Community Windpower allowed
us to provide training and kit to
run an essential Beach Warden
Service on busier days.
‘We are grateful for the
support Community Windpower
and BeGreen Dunbar have
given the club throughout the
pandemic. This funding will
help us in what is our 6th year
to continue our progression of
offering lifesaving services to our
community.’
Diane Wood, Community
Benefits Director at Community
Windpower said: ‘It was a
pleasure to support Dunbar Surf
Life Saving Club with this grant.
‘Their volunteers offer a vital
service to the local community,
allowing visitors to feel safe
when swimming in the open
water at Belhaven Bay
‘Sadly, their importance was
only brought into even sharper
focus recently by the open water
tragedies we saw in Scotland this
summer. We are grateful to have
Dunbar Surf Life Saving Club
at Belhaven Bay and proud to
help finance their service to the
community.’

difficult of times.
Eileen Moore, the
main organiser of
Dunbar Civic Week
said: ‘We hoped that
this year’s activities
would appeal to the
young people of
Dunbar and following
its success now look
forward to planning
for the crowning of
the Dunbar Civic Week
Queen in 2022.
‘We hope keeping
the activities going
around this annual
event provided a

boost to
the community as
lockdown restrictions
slowly and carefully

eased.’
Diane Wood,
Community
Benefits Director
at Community
Windpower, said:
‘The annual Civic
Week in Dunbar is a
fantastic community
celebration around
the town and while
we were disappointed
that the usual event
could not take place
again this year, we
were delighted to
support this year’s
great effort.’
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DIANE WOOD DIRECTS COVID CRISIS FUND
MONEY TO HELP WOMEN’S GROUP

BeGreen backs CiC’s
one-to-one support
for women
£2,500
COVID CRISIS

0
0
4
,
1
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FUND

DONATION

NEW WATER TANK HELPS
BELHAVEN SURF CENTRE
WASH ITS FACE
Due to a surge of interest in surfing
and water sports, the existing water
tank at Belhaven Surf Centre was
no longer able to meet increased
demand.
The original water tank delivered
Groundswell-trained surf sisters
hot water heated via an air source
pump to outdoor showers, but Surf
Community
Covid secure.
Centre management realised an additional tank would
GroundswellWindpower and
be required to cope with the daily increase in visitors.
BeGreen Dunbar’s trained volunteer
The new shower facilities provided by The Wave
facilitators and
joint Covid-19
Project
enhance the amenity of the Centre, and
‘surf-sister’
contribute to the fight against potential infection as
Crisis Fund has
mentors support
hygiene remains a key element of the fight against
participants in and
been helping
Covid-19.
out of the water,
Groundswell
And the ability to meet users’ needs is more
with programmes
Scotland
Groundswell
Scotland
Fest
important than ever to help settle the worries of
designed to improve
throughout
those wishing to attend in a post Covid restrictions
and develop self‘We are delighted to
environment.
lockdown.
regulation, embodiment receive this Community
This year’s increase in visitor numbers made it
A £2,500 donation
practices and healing
Windpower/BeGreen
financially
difficult for the Surf Centre because annual
to the surf therapy
through surfing’s
donation to help us
maintenance costs were exceeding revenue generated
community interest
connection to nature
provide a Covid safe way
by their existing showers.
company (CiC) that
and the community.
to support and change
So with the help of a £1,400 grant from Community
supports women on
This is vital work
the lives of vulnerable
Windpower
and BeGreen, a new tank was installed to
a one-to-one basis
because during the
women across East
meet demand.
was made recently –
pandemic period there Lothian.’
Community Windpower has worked with Belhaven
helping support women
has been a marked
Diane Wood,
Surf Centre many times over the last few years,
who have experienced
increase in domestic
Community Benefits
notably by donating £10,000 to help with the Surf
disproportionate
violence, abuse and
Director at Community
Centre community building and £1,818 for equipment
difficulties as a result of
sexual assaults.
Windpower said,
to help them operate despite Covid-19 restrictions.
the pandemic.
Sally Harris, Founder
‘Groundswell Scotland’s
Diane Wood, Community Benefits Director at
Groundswell Scotland and Lead Facilitator at
work helps some of
Community Windpower, said:
are currently in the
Groundswell Scotland
the most vulnerable
‘The Surf Centre has proved to
women in the
be beneficial for the whole
‘One in four women will require treatment
community amid
community, by offering
for depression in their lifetime’.
a shocking rise in
amazing support through
SALLY HARRIS
domestic violence.
Grondswell Scotland
water sports, surfing
‘The work
BINES
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and surf therapy.
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that Sally and
midst of their three
said ‘One in four
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‘The new
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FOR YOU
her team do is
programmes between
women worldwide will
water tank will
an invaluable
May and November,
require treatment for
help them cope with
support
totalling 1,029 hours of
depression in their
rising demand and help them
system for
surf therapy, with the
lifetime and more
continue their fantastic range of
women in the East
monies from BeGreen
women face PTSD than
community works.’
Lothian community and
Dunbar used to ensure
men due to exposure to
across Scotland.’
all programmes are
sexual violence.
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DUNBAR & DISTRICT

EACH YEAR DONATE
THOUSANDS OF POUNDS
TO LOCAL SPORTS
PEOPLE AND CLUBS

Covid-19 Crisis Fund
boosts girls’ sport at
Dunbar Grammar
DONATION

BeGreen Dunbar
has sponsored East
Linton’s young ski
ace Murdo Watson,
for season 2021-22 –
the third consecutive
year we’ve helped
Murdo towards his
ambition of reaching
the British Alpine
FIS team.
Murdo is a fulltime athlete with
Ambition Racing
Academy and
with the help of
our sponsorship
was able to enjoy a
full winter training
programme – many
aspiring young skiers
being unable to train
away from Scotland.
Last season was
very different for
Murdo as there were
no races scheduled
for his age group,
but he did get the
chance to fore-run
in some FIS racing
categories which
allowed him to see
where he ranks
amongst the best
from other nations.
Already selected
to represent
Scotland at under
18s level, Murdo said:
‘I am so very grateful

THIRD SUCCESIVE

£2,500 ANNUAL
SPONSORSHIP

No slip
ups for
BeGreensponsored
ski ace

£1,300

Dunbar Grammar School was
already doing everything possible to
encourage more girls to participate
in the school’s sports clubs, when
along came the pandemic that saw a
marked increase in the number of girls taking an
active interest in sport.
Mental and physical health of young people can be
fragile at times, but research shows that participating
in sport and physical activity helps everyone – including
the school’s female pupils – maintain a healthy lifestyle
and promotes development of key social skills.
Sport improves sleep, lowers anxiety, and reduces
stress, all of which help towards better learning and
attainment.
The school sports programme creates young
community leaders by encouraging leadership skills to
help them become effective contributors and
responsible citizens, and provides a pathway
into community sport too as can be seen by:
z 10 Senior school pupils currently coaching at
the school’s hockey club
z 8 Seniors coaching at Dunbar Junior Hockey
Club
z 10 girls currently on the school’s Sports Council
z 3 on its Young Sports Ambassador Programme
z 3 Senior pupils coaching at the girls’ fitness
sports club at the school, one of whom has her own
Instagram fitness page.
Through its Covid-19 Crisis Fund Community
Windpower donated just over £1,300 to help purchase
equipment and kit for the school’s sports clubs. The
new equipment ensures girls can participate safely
without the need to share equipment, while new kit
helps motivate and boosts morale.
CWL Community Benefits Director Diane Wood said:
‘Supporting Dunbar Grammar and all local schools
is paramount for the team at CWL. Dunbar Grammar
School’s sports programmes engender social and
teamwork strengths, enable leadership skills and instil
confidence at a young age.
‘Given how important physical activity is to the
mental wellbeing of young girls we wanted to help, and
encourage the incredible talent at the school.’
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to Community
Windpower and
BeGreen for the
amazing support
they’ve given me.
It’s made all the
difference and
helped me get to the
Alps to train.
‘Although there
were no races, I
was able to train
and made huge
progress. The whole
experience set me
up to compete on
the international
stage this year.’
Diane Wood,
Community
Benefits Director
at Community
Windpower,
said: ‘Murdo is a
brilliant student
athlete who shows
great skill, drive
and commitment
to achieve his goals
both on and off the
slopes, and we are
thrilled to be part of
his journey.
‘We help young
people achieve
their goals, whether
through sport,
education or
charitable donations
and continually
look at how we can

best support local
athletes.’
And don’t think
Murdo relaxed his
academic efforts
– away from the
slopes he achieved
excellent results
in his National 5
assessments at
Dunbar Grammar.
And excellent
results continue
to flow from his
efforts – during
the artificial/indoor
season he posted
an U18 third place in
Manchester (indoor)
and a first place at
the artificial slope at
Midlothian Sports
Centre at Hillend
close to the capital.

training and racing
over the 16-week
season. I’m currently
skiing for the
Scotland FIS team
but aiming to reach
the British Alpine
FIS team over the
next two seasons,
to do that I have to
compete with the
best.
‘This will be my
toughest season
yet, racing alongside
the ‘big boys’ in the
FIS racing category
and I’m grateful
that Community
Windpower’s funding
has helped me get
into the best shape
possible for my first
season in FIS.

‘Murdo’s fantastic progress
encourages other young
people. We’re proud to
continue to support his
skiing career’
Diane Wood
CWL Community Benefits Director

So what’s next for
this exciting skier?
‘The winter
schedule is a huge
commitment,

‘I just hope
it will be a less
complicated
Covid-19 free
experience.’

Watch Murdo at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XYVpnZ7v9es
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